Operating Manual
The mechanism requires the occupant to have their full body weight in the rear of the seat to go into the
lay back position. On a brand new chair the mechanism may be slightly firmer than a demo model in
showroom due to wear and tear. The mechanism is not designed to hold a chosen reclining position.
The mechanism has 3 set positions –
1) Lay back
2) Seated with footrest
3) Seated with footrest closed

RECLINER INSTRUCTIONS
To extend footrest

Pull trigger/handle on the side of the chair. The trigger/handle will activate the mechanism and the
footrest will extend freely - do not force the lever.

To recline

With the footrest extended, lean back. The back is counter-balanced requiring body pressure to
move smoothly to your recline position.

To sit up & return footrest

To return from the fully reclined position to an upright seating position, simply sit up. The counter
balanced mechanism makes this action effortless. At this stage the footrest will be extended. Simply sit up applying
pressure with the backs of your legs, this will return the footrest. Handle option can be used once footrest is down to
help lock into closed position.

The footrest is a rest

The footrest is designed as a 'rest' only for your legs & feet. It is not designed to withstand undue
force. NEVER sit with your knees up and your feet on the footrest with your heels digging into the chaise fabric.
Footrest is not a seat

Do not sit on extended footrest. The footrest is not designed to carry large weights. Sitting on the
footrest will bend and damage the mechanism.
Close chair first

Do not get out of the recliner chair while the footrest is extended. This is dangerous and can damage
the chair.

ELECTRIC CHAIR INSTRUCTIONS
All Lanfranco Electric Recliners and Electric Lift chairs ( single and dual motor ) have a spring loading safety
system in the actual mechanism.
The footrest may not close flush against the frame to protect any object/s getting caught between footrest
and frame while closing.
You may need to use the back of your heel to gently push the footrest into a fully closed position when the
electric has stopped.
Sitting position

Fingertip motor control with infinite reclining positions
To recline

Press button to lower chair open footrest and lower backrest. Lowers chair back from raised
position. Once chair is fully lowered, footrest will open and backrest will lower

To sit up & return footrest

Press button to raise backrest, close footrest and raise chair. Raises backrest and closes
footrest from open position.

SINGLE LIFT CHAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Sitting position

Fingertip motor control with infinite reclining positions
To recline

Press DOWN button to lower chair open footrest and lower backrest. Lowers chair from raised
position. Once chair is fully lowered, footrest will open and backrest will lower
Lifts for standing position

Press UP button to raise backrest, close footrest and raise chair. Raises backrest and closes
footrest from open position. Once footrest is fully closed, chair will rise.

DUAL LIFT CHAIR INSTRUCTIONS
6 button fingertip control

Sitting position

Fingertip motor control with infinite reclining positions

To recline

Press UP button to open footrest.

Sitting position

Press DOWN button to close footrest.

Recline , OR flat sleeping position

Press DOWN button to lower chair backrest. Lowers chair from raised position.
Sitting position

Raises backrest to sitting position

Lifts for standing position

Press UP button to raise backrest only if footrest is fully closed, and backrest is raised.

Sitting position

Lowers back to sitting position ( now recliner can have footrest opened or backrest reclined.

CHILD WARNING
DO NOT let babies or children crawl underneath the foot rest

VOIDS WARRANTY
DO NOT sit on armrest.

DO NOT push reclined chair from the back.

DO NOT sit on the foot rest.

Armrests are not handles

Never try to lift or drag furniture by soft arm pads, wings or fabric flaps that can rip. This can result in
serious damage

Avoid heat

Do not place your furniture close to sunlight or direct heat sources. All materials will fade over time.
To protect your leather or fabric do not expose it to any form of direct sunlight. Beware of dye transfer from clothing,
especially new denim jeans, Indian cotton and similar cloths

Armrest is not a seat

Never sit on the arms of furniture. It flattens the fillings of arm-pads, damages recliner mechanisms
and can cause internal frame damage.

Puff cushions

Polyester filled cushion, (backs, armpads & pillow top seats) need regular plumping to avoid
"Flattening". When a new lounge is received the cushions could be a little compressed due to transportation.
Some areas have zips to remove fillings to plump them up to restore puffiness and fullness.
Keep leather soft

Maintain your leather using the recommended Leather care products at least 4 times a year. Pay
particular attention to contact areas such as headrests, seat cushions, footrests and arm-pads as the salts and oils
carried in perspiration can damage leather if left uncleaned for lengthy periods. In between treatments, wipe skin
contact areas regularly with a damp cloth (at least once a week in warm weather).
Vacuum

Vacuum your lounge - a build up of dust & lint can cause fabrics to break down & show signs of
wear, long before their time. Regular vacuuming will help extend the fresh appearance of your fabric. Most fabrics
have a 12 month warranty.
Perspiration damages upholstery

As perspiration can damage upholstery fabrics especially leather, it is advised that direct contact
between upholstery and bare skin be avoided. Also some medications can create a residue which is, present in
perspiration. This can cause permanent damage to upholstery and void the warranty. Always wearing a shirt while
seated in the lounge can prevent damage. Regular cleaning is recommended.
No pets

Do not let pets sit on your furniture. Their claws and teeth can snag or tear the upholstery coverings
and they have oily and acidic body secretions which will damage leather and fabric.

SOFA-BED INSTRUCTIONS
To open bed

Grasp from centre of bed, lift upwards and outwards

With bed out of sofa

Grasp leg in centre. Unfold bed. Closing is reverse of the above.

Please Note: Double locking TV headrest provides added comfort while lounging or watching TV
WARNING This mechanism must not be closed with pillows or sheets left on the bed. Also ensure the headrest is fully

in the lay down position before closing. Failure to do the above prior to closing will result in permanent damage to the
mechanism and/or furniture frame. Damage caused is not covered under warranty. This mechanism is designed as an
occasional bed only. In the folded out position the mechanism is not designed as a seat. Excessive weight on the front
tube or back tube may result in damage to the mechanism.

